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Symmetrical reduced expansiona of electric and magnetic fields are 
derived in the presence of electric charges and Dirac’s monopolos in 
terms of irreducible representations of proper, ortliochronous, inhomo­
geneous Loretz group for non-zero mass system. Maxwell’s field equa­
tions are modified by considering the genoraUzed charge as a complex 
quantity with electric and magnetic fundamental charges as its real and 
imaginary parts. The constancy condition for the ratio of electric and 
magnetic charges on a particle has been imposed for explaining the results 
obtained by the requirement that generalized electromagnetic fields 
satisfy goner alized field equations. Considering the reduced expansions in 
the absence of electric or magnetic charge source, it has been proved that 
the derivation of reduced expansions for electromagnetic fields satis­
fying the field oquatons without sources is not possible for non-zero 
mass system.
Introduction
The recipe given by Lomont & Moses (1967) enables one to reduce any unitary ray 
representation of proper, orthochronous, inliomogoneous Lorentz group for non­
zero (Moses 1967) and zero (Mosers 1968) moss systems in terms of Foldy Shirokov 
(1956, 1958) and Lomont-Mosos (1964) realizations respectively Usmg these 
techniques, we could derive the reductions of wavefunotions which transform as 
scalar field for zero-mass system (Rajput 1969a) and antisymmetric complex 
tensor (Rajput 1969b, 1969c) and three-vector (Rajput 1969d) fields for non-zero 
and zero-mass systems. These reductions have been applied to derive the reduced 
expansions of electromagnetic fields in linear (Rajput 1970a)and angular momentum 
basis (Rajput 1969e). Foi non-zero mass system, these reduced expansions of 
eleotrio and magnetic fields have been derived m the following forms (Rajput 
1969c).
s dp [ m f(e, p ) +  ]
X exp[ {^p.JC—ew(2>)0] -  (1) 
... (2)
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where the vector functions/(e, p) are the representations of wave-function which 
transforms as electromagnetic fields, in the basis characterized by the space of 
wave-function in Hilbert space, upon which the generators of proper, orthochro- 
nous, inliomogeneous Lorontz group operate; m is the eigenvalue of mass operator; 
e is the sign of energy (e =  ± 1 ), and w{'p) is given by
w{p) ^  \p\ = p
These reduced expansions of electric and magnetir fields are not symmetrical at 
all, since the expansion of E  consists of two parts one of which is parallel to the 
momentum vector p and tlie other to the vector wavefunction /(e, p) while that 
of H  is purely transverse having only one term whch is perpendicular to both 
p and/(c, p) This lack of symmetry between t^ Jcicirio and magnetic fields in the 
presence of electric charge source can be removed if these reduced expansions are 
derived in the presence of electric charge and Dirac’s magnetic monopole (1931, 
1948).
■ Considering the goneraliztid fundamental charge as complex quantity witli 
electric and magnetic fundamental charges as its real and imaginary parts, the 
reduction of genoralizod electromagnetic fields has already been derived for 
zero-mass system (Rajput 1970b) Furthermore it has been shown (Prakash 
& Rajput, communicated) that the values of couplmg parameters arc not altered 
by considering generalized charge as a complex quantity in this maimer.
In the present work wc undertake the study of reduction of generalized elec­
tromagnetic fields to the irreducible representation of orthochronous, proper, 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Symmetrical reduced expansions are derived 
for generalized eloctric and magnetic fields in the presence of electric and magnetic 
charges It is proved that the longitudinal component of electric or magnetic 
field IS zero m the absence of corresponding charge source. Conditions, that the 
reduced expansion of wave function, which transforms as generahzed electromag­
netic field satisfies generalized Maxwell’s field equations, have been derived and 
it is found that the eloctric and magnetic charge densities are proportional to the 
corresponding current densities. For simplicity, the ratio of fundamental electric 
and magnetic charges is taken as ar constant
Considering the reduced expansions in absence of electric or magnetic charge) 
source, it has boon proved that the derivation of reduced expansionaTor electro­
magnetic fields satisfying the field equations without sources, is not possible for 
non-zero mass system.
Reduction of Geneualized Electromaonetic Fields
Wavefunction ijr which transforms as electromagnetic fields is given by
>lr(x,t) =  E -iH  ... (3)
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Correspoiwjingly, the generalized, charge q in ihe prestmce of electric charge e and 
iiiagnotio charge g, may bo considered as
q — e ~ i g
k l
(4)
Epstoiii (1967) derived the values of oleclr»c and magnetic 6elds in the presence 
of electric and magnetic charges, hi lerms of vector potential A. and scalar potential 
6^. These results, for o =  1, can be written as
£  -  ~  |-| (A-hv?^)
k l V"< A ,
H =  lYi (VX>D- k l (A+v?^)-
(5)
(6)
Jt\ir th,c reductions ol these fields to the irreducible representationvS of inhomo­
geneous, proper, orthoihronous Lorcuitz group, we use the following reduced 
expansions of scalar (1907) and vector (19C9o) fields for non-zero mass system :
' "" e = + i x-ew ifY)-] (7)
^  .f exp \i{p,x-ew{p)t]\
( 8 )
Avlierc P{e, p) — P{ni, c, p) and P{e, p) — P{m, t-, p) are the representations of 
waveiunctions of particles with spin zero and one respectively, in the basis charac- 
Icrized by the Hilbert space on which the generators of inhomogeneous Lorontz 
group operate Substituting these values of A  and 0 in oqns. (5) and (0), the 
following reductions of generalized electric and magnetic fields to the irreducible 
rc.prosentationa of inliomogeneous Loremtz group may be derived in the prosonoe 
ol both electric and magnetic ijhargcs ■
£  =  -  p  S c(e) ;  pf>{e, p) exp[i{p x-cw{p)t)-\ 
hZl e -± l  ^ [ P )
+  ^ £  c(e) ;  dp exp[^{p.K-f?w(p)^}]| eemPie, p )
l!?l c -± i
^ { p . f ^ p ) }  p x /-(e ,p )]
^  w{p)-\~m w[p) ^ (9)
and
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^  S  _ o(£) J p/«(e, p) oxp[i{p.;c-e«>(p)«}]
I?I t -± i
+  UT ^ i  oxp[t{p.K—eti»(p)«}] 
I? I e -± l
x [ ffm f(e .p )+ ? 5 ? J | j& te P )> + j™  {pX /V ',p )^^  ... (10)
Using those reduced expansions in eqn. (3), we get the reduction of wavefuncfcion 
which transforms as the generaUzod electromagnetic fields.
V * " W = - | ^ f  ^  c(c)/d:pp/»(e,p)exp[i{p.*-e«)(p)f}]
l? l « -± i
± 1
lP(P;/^( '^ p )} ^ p x / > ( c . p ) ]  ... (11)X emf (e, p )+
Maxwell’s field equations are modified in the following generalized form in the 
presence of eloctrio and magnetic charge and current densities :
... (1 2 ) 
... (13)
y  . ^  =  4:7tJo 
V X 'P  =  —
where Jq and J  are generalized charge and curreni* densities defined in terms of 
generalized current four-vector wliioh may he written as a complex quantity 
with eloctrio and magnetic currjmt four-Voctors, and as its real and imagi­
nary parts,
whore -  ( I S  )■■ 
( t l  )■
... (14)
Tlu. wavefiiMtion v^ (») givon by equation (11) may bo oonsiderod as a ram 
of longitudinal and transverse parts. ijrC and ilr^ , which are given by the following 
reduced e3:pansioiis :
“  i f f   ^ P)
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(  ^w/i(is,p)+'p ( p f  (e. p)} 1
w { p ) ~ \ - m  J (15)
and
wliere
|1t  ^ i^P) [i{p.x-ew{p)t}]
=  curl 72*, (10)
^  ~  i f f  B=±i  ^ x-ew{p)t)]
Ueiug equation (3) and (16), the transverse parts of generalized electric and magne­
tic fields can be written as
ET =r ... (17)
where
mg
\q\ B-±iS  ^ i {^P‘X-ew{p)t}]
BT =c me •’ [»'{p.x-ew(p)0]
... (18) 
... (19)
\9\ e-±i
Tt follows from these equations that the reduced expansions for the vector poten­
tials of transverse electric and magnetic fields are similar except that <7 in is 
replaced by ~~e in while Cabbibo & Ferrari (1962) assumed them as two dif­
ferent potentials. The longitudinal parts of generalized electromagnetic fields 
for non-zero mass system, are then readily derived from eqn (15) in the following 
forms :
2 5 t = - ^  2 c(s);-^pf(e.p)exp[< {p ,*-ew (p)«)]
1^ 1 B-±l W{p)
+  2 c(e) Jdpexp[^{p.*-eM2»)^ }]\q\ B~±i
... (20)
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UL =  _ c(e) J dp pPi^;p) ^^V\^{p-X — fM p W
'\ T \
S c(e) J dp e x p [i{p .x - ■ewir)t}]
-  (2>)
It is clear from tlicBe equations thai- tlie longitudinal parLs of electric and magne­
tic fields arc proportional to c and g and therefore the longitudinal component of 
magnetic field does not vanish in t-ho presence of magnetic charge while in the ab­
sence of eleciric or magmdic charge tlie longitudinal component of tlui correspond­
ing field vanishes. Thus the symmetry between electric and magnetic field is 
maintained by assuming the (existence of magnetic charge.
E ffects of qeisteraltzed field equations 
imposing the generalized field equations (12) and (13) on the reduced expan­
sion (11), we get the iollowing conditions
.h
K
( 22)
.  (2 3 )
These equations lead to the proportionality of electric charge and current densities 
with magnetic chargti and current densities respectively, in terras of the ratio of 
electric and magnetic fundamental charges Eor simplicity, the restriction of 
constancy on the ratio of electric and magnetic charges on the same particle m 
the system may he imposed, .^c ,
{1
■ k (constant) (24)
The effect of generalized field equations on the reduced expansions can bo discussed 
in the following three castis
Case (a) In iho absence of maguetio charge {g — 0, e #  0), the electric 
field is purely longitudinal while longitudinal magnetic field vanishes. In this 
case the reduced expansions of olectric and magnetic fields are gilvon by
E =  - i  S c(c) J p f  (c, p) exp [ i { p . x - c i v { p ) t } ]
CO- + 1 w{p)
-l-1 S ^c(c)Jdp cxp[i{p.jc~ew;(p)f)l ^w /’ (e, ■■■ (25)
... (26)S c(e) J {p X P (e ,p )}X e x p [i{p .x — e«;(p)t}] 
c=.+i w(p)
^^ hioh aro.simUar to equations (1) and (2) except the additional spin-zero part, 
riic values of E  and H  in this case may be, specified by a single vector potential 
C{x) as
/ /= V X ^ (a ;)
e{^)
ANdiere vector ^{x) is given by
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(^a;) ^  c(fe) J
c -± i
-I- i; c(6),r f m f(c ,p)-|-?iP l’ (S_P)}]
L=±1 w{p) [  ^ ^ W{2J)^ -7U '
Xexp[i(p x —cw{p)t}] 
[<"rom equations (2.5) and (26), wo get,
(27)
curl E =   ^^  r^(f.)cm J dp exp i[p x ~  fc«’('p)t)p p)]
_  _  W  
~di ■
and
div ^  — v; f:(e) J m p {pX/^(f., p)] exp (t{p jr—fcw;(p)0)C-+I w;(yi)
^  0, [.since p.{pA P{t, p)j ^  Oj
(28)
(29)
whicii hIio w s  that I'iHluood expan.sions oi’ olectro-inagnetio liidds for non-zero mass 
■system satisfj?^  Maxw'cirs equations (28) and (29) in this case The other two 
Maxwell’s eciuations inaj^  ^ be used to find the values of charge source density jg 
and current source density j  lor the iircscribed fields. These equations are given
>>y
div E — ^ c(c) J dp exp[i{p x —^w{p)ty\
I ®  p ) - . , « ( p ) { p A . .p ) } l
L w{p) J
-47Tjo ... (30)
'fhe charge density Jq may be reduced o this irreducible representationsof proper, 
<a’thochronous, inliomogeneous Lorentz group according to the expansion (7) for 
■scalar fields, where /®(e, p) is replaced by jo(t, p). Substituting this reduced ex- 
liansion in eqn (30), we get,
p)—cwHp){P- P)}J =  47rjo(e, p) ... (31)
Similarly,
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Ax W -  J exp[i(p.x-ew(p)t)]
X [ pefo('e p)w(p)-m‘r(e, p)-w(p)p{p f(e, p) j ]
=  47rJ. (32)
Curront density vector j  is reduced to the irreducible representations of proper, 
orthochronouB, inhomogeneous Lorentz group by the similar expansion as given 
by oqn. (8) for a thn^-vector, wliero /®(e, p) and f (^e, p) are replaced by p) 
and p) This reduced expansion, when substituted in eqn. (32) gives.
ew{p)P{e, p) =r 4njo{e, p) (33)
and
[ m V V ,p )+ « > ( j » p {p . /V .p ) } {^  +sSb'l]
=  —4n [ 7nj^ {c, 1 (34)
From these equations one may find the value of modo^’(^ , p) of current density for 
the prescribed electromagnetic fields with modo/(e.p). In the absence of electric 
charge source (j„ =  0) in this case, equation (33) gives,
P {e ,p ) =  0
which when substituted in eqn. (31) gives, 
p fH e ,p )= 0 ,
(35)
... (36)
If the current density is also zero in equation (34) besides the charge density then 
using eqn. (36) we get,
w^{p) — p ,^ i.e., m — 0 ... (37)
Therefore, the requirement that reduced expansion (25) and (26) satisfy Maxwell’s 
eqn. (30) and (32) without sources gives m =  0.
Case (6). In the absence of electric charge (e =  0, g ^ 0 )  the reduced ex­
pansions of electric and magnetic fields are derived by a similar method. Here 
longitudinal part of electric field vanishes and a single vector opotential can
describe tliose fields according to equ. (27). Those reduced expansions satisfy the 
field equations,
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and
div £  =. 0
curl H
dt
Ti’oni oilier two field equations one can calculate the values ol' magncitic charge 
and current source densities, /r„ and k ,  foi the prescri))(id iiefids in a shnilar manner 
as discussed for and j  in the previous cast*, and it can he shown that in the 
ahseuce of magnetic cliargc source tlie cojiditions (35) and (3(i) are safisfied If 
magnetic current density is also zero besides sharge density, then m c  get cqn. 
(37)
(J a n e  ( c ) . In the prcisence of liolh electric and magnetic charges and current 
densities, effects of Maxwell's field eipiatioiis are given by (22) and (23), The 
reduced expansions for and J  can be wiitten in the manner similar to eipiation 
(7) and (8) and tho generalized densities can be calculated foi’ the prescribed geiui- 
l alized electromagnetic fields
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